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CAPIT Lesson Guides
• The CAPIT Lesson Guides provide step-by-step instructions on how to teach phonics 

and phonemic awareness explicitly and systematically. Our Lesson Guides contain 
comprehensive lesson plans, creative and collaborative practices, and lesson scripts.

• The guides provide details on launching the CAPIT placement test, instructional 
models for each grade level, and suggested pacing.

• The Lesson Guides and scripts are accessible in printed and electronic forms, 
ensuring that all instructors and support staff working with CAPIT are aligned in their 
understanding and practice.

CAPIT Sound & Spelling Wall Cards
• Display the complete alphabetic code in your classroom with the CAPIT Sound 

and Spelling Wall Cards. Use these cards to teach and review all 40+ sounds of the 
English language and, ultimately, all 180+ spelling patterns during your whole group 
CAPIT lessons.

• Position posters in numerical order (see the back of the card for the number) and 
at student eye level for easy reference throughout the day. Teach your students to 
rely on them when they forget a sound or spelling.

• The Sound and Spelling Wall Cards are an effective tool to help students see 
the alphabetic code in action and understand the logic behind decoding and 
encoding.

• After teaching the spelling of a new word, teachers and students can write the 
new words on sticky notes, underline a specific spelling, and stick it under the 
relevant card. 

• The Sound and Spelling Wall Cards motivate students to progress in the CAPIT 
Reading Curriculum, enabling them to collect more sounds and spellings and 
unlock more of the alphabetic code.

• These cards will immerse students in sounds and spelling patterns throughout 
the day beyond your phonics and phonemic awareness lessons as you integrate 
academic vocabulary and frequently used spellings in all academic areas, from 
social studies to science.

Enjoy Your CAPIT Multisensory Kit™
The CAPIT Multisensory Kit™ will transform your classroom into a 
Sound to Print Environment™ and equip you with unique tools for 
whole-group or small-group instruction, including Tier-2 and Tier-3 
students.

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More

Sound & Spelling Wall Cards
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CAPIT Teacher Cards
• Use the Teacher Cards at the beginning of a whole group CAPIT lesson to 

introduce a new sound and spelling. After the lesson, insert the cards into the small 
pocket chart provided in this kit and refer back to them throughout the day to 
help reinforce the sounds and spellings.

• The Teacher Cards enhance your students’ learning experience beyond the 
digital curriculum by providing additional opportunities for practice and review 
to achieve automaticity. Our phonics activities allow your students to visualize, 
memorize, and verbalize each sound and spelling. These fun activities involve 
previously taught sounds and spelling patterns and are an excellent way to offer 
practice and encourage low-stakes participation for all students. You can access 
these activities using the QR code.
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CAPIT Evaluation Cards
• The CAPIT Evaluation Cards equip you with the tools to differentiate your 

instruction and meet the needs of every student in your class. These cards are 
especially beneficial to students struggling to complete Level 1 because they 
find it hard to automatically recall or blend letter sounds to create words. 

• These cards enable you to implement the CAPIT DBRR method to help students 
quickly master all the letters and their corresponding sounds and blend them 
to make VC and CVC words. You can access our DBRR method using the QR 
code.

CAPIT Alphabet Posters
• Position posters at student eye level.

• Use the posters to review sounds at the beginning and end of a CAPIT lesson.

• Incorporate the CAPIT Spelling Challenge into your daily routine. This short yet 
impactful activity involves saying a sound and having students spell it on paper, a 
dry-erase board, or sand—similar to a spelling test but with phonemes instead of 
words. If students forget a spelling, direct their attention to the poster to find the 
sound and spelling.

• The CAPIT posters can be a focal point for various classic games, including “Eye 
Spy” and “The Shopping Game.” They can also provide brain breaks and inject fun 
into your day. When playing these games, it is important to be intentional with the 
language used. For instance, say, “I spy with my little eye something that begins 
with the sound /t/” or “I went shopping, and I bought an /a/ /a/ apple.”

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More
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CAPIT Alphabet Box 
Connecting Sound to Print™ with Magnetic Letters and Science-Based Visual Mnemonics™

• The CAPIT Alphabet Box offers students a tactile engagement with letters and 
sounds. It is perfect for students learning the letter shapes and sounds for the first 
time or students who would benefit from a more tactile experience. Students listen 
to our CAPIT ABC Song—which teaches the shapes and phonemes corresponding 
to each letter—and use our multisensory movable alphabet with our science-based 
visual mnemonics to establish objective relationships between letters and sounds. 

• Refer to our Level 1 lesson scripts to see how using explicit language optimizes the 
effectiveness of visual mnemonics for learning letters and sounds. Don’t assume 
that students will draw these connections independently. Instead, provide clear 
instructions: “This part of the apple (the fruit) looks like this part of the letter (the 
round part). And this part of the apple (the leaf) looks like this part of the letter (the 
vertical line). I’m going to teach you a trick. When you see this letter, ask yourself: 
‘What does the letter look like?’ It looks like an apple! And what’s the first sound in 
“apple”? /a/ /a/ apple—go ahead—say it: /a/ /a/ apple.”

CAPIT Success Team
Our Success Team is fully committed to supporting you at every stage of your journey. If you require 
assistance, please don’t hesitate to contact us at success@capitlearning.com. We would be delighted to 
arrange a personalized session with you or join your team during your PLC time to offer support.
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CAPIT Reading Curriculum
CAPIT Reading is a science-based, research-proven curriculum focused on phonics and 
phonemic awareness. Its unique and effective methodology is easy to implement and 
ensures all students achieve reading proficiency in Tier 1.

Key Features of CAPIT Reading
• An engaging, personalized, and differentiated learning experience for students. 

• A comprehensive curriculum covering all essential foundational skills: reading, 
spelling, writing, and fluency. 

• Integrated assessments provid real-time, actionable data for all stakeholders. 

• Empowers PK-2 teachers to deliver explicit and systematic phonics and 
phonemic awareness instruction.

• Equips educators for whole group and small group instruction, as well as Tier-2 
and Tier-3 students.

• Professional development that immerses educators in the Science of Reading, 
cognitive science, and learning science, coupled with instructional best 
practices, fostering confident and skilled phonics instructors.

Learn More

Learn More


